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9Preface
During my study biology I became one of the ‘goat’s wool socks’, as environmentalists were
nick-named at that time. When I graduated in 1989, a societal change was taking place:
environmentalism became the political mainstream. In an atmosphere of optimism I started
doing consultancy work at TNO in the area of environmental policy. After several years,
however, I wondered why it was so terribly hard to bring sustainability ideas into practice, if
everybody believed this was important. Were we all selfish liars, were we just too stupid to
understand the global ecosystem, or were the commies right after all, and was this all the
fault of capitalism? In other words, I experienced a lack of knowledge about people,
organizations, and societal processes.
Fortunately I heard that Jacqueline Cramer, who had been my former boss at TNO, was
looking for someone to do a PhD on sustainability at the Faculty of Economic Administration
of Tilburg University. This was my chance to read all the social scientific theory that I had
missed, and maybe also to contribute something to the big societal question: HOW can we
make this work? Taking the job was one of the best choices of my life, because I loved every
day of it. No classical PhD-dips for me.
Half way the project, I had to say goodbye to my colleagues at Tilburg University. The social
constructionist project I had formulated with their help fitted better with the Social Sciences
Faculty at Erasmus University Rotterdam, so I moved. An advantage of this was that I now
saw the oldest Dutch water tower from the window of my workroom. More importantly,
Erasmus University gave me all the support I needed to finish my research successfully:
extra funding for an assistant to type all the interviews, a special software program, advice
from competent and engaged colleagues, and emotional support whenever this was
necessary.
This last year, I had to finish the dissertation next to a full time job at Alterra and it was no fun
at all. Ilse and Hans, thank you for allowing me to finish this in YOUR time. Hans, you helped
me out in every way you could detect, which included working on this dissertation. One
hundred thousand kisses for you. Friends and family have not seen me for quite a while,
except when I needed them to take care of Ilse. Mama, papa, Reinhilde and Valerie: thank
you for making space in your agenda’s.
I also want to express my gratitude to all the other people who have helped me during the
past six years. Jacqueline, your support never failed. You encouraged me to formulate my
own deepest questions and to find my own methods to answer them. Your view on a PhD is
that it should not only lead to scientific results, but also to personal development. This PhD
was an invaluable experience for me that I will benefit from for the rest of my life.
Colleagues of Tilburg University, especially Job de Haan, Rian Drogendijk, Roland Leeflang
and Gelske Terpstra, thank you for helping me with the research design. The choices you
advised me to make prooved to be the right ones. Colleagues and ex-colleagues of ESM,
especially Nigel Roome, Nicole van Nes and Frank Boons, thank you for your friendship,
encouragement and critical advice. Writing a PhD can be lonely, but because you were there
it wasn’t. Marja Gastelaars, your experience helped me not to drown in my self-made sea of
data. Anja de Groene, Frank Wijen and Albert Bakker, thank you for the feedback on my
coding methods. Trude de Groot, thank you for guiding me through the formalities during this
last year. Without you, I would not have become a doctor. Marja Spierenburg and Reinhilde
Klostermann, you gave your advice to casually over the years, but I know exactly what
impact it had on the book. So thank you for lending me your expertise. Dear colleagues from
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the PhD network, KEEP IT SIMPLE was the advice Nicole gave herself and me during the
writing process, and I pass it on to all of you, especially Susanne van de Wateringen, Robert
van den Hoed, Celine Louche and Paolo Perego. It was great to listen to your stories and to
share my work with you. Finish those dissertations please so I can read them!
Rian Kloosterman, Fred van der Vegte, Koos Gerritsen, and Pieter Stoter: thanks for letting
me in. All the other people from the water companies, especially Hans van der Werf, Hans
Haarlem and Martien den Blanken, thank you for your time, your openness and your interest
in my research. I hope this dissertation helps you to continue the sustainability debate and to
strengthen the position of the water sector in Dutch society. I would have liked to thank
I want to thank the promotion committee for the comments on the manuscript. It gave some
stress but also more contentment in the end.
Herman Rotermundt as well, but unfortunately he is not there anymore.
Everybody who helped me type the interviews, especially Eliza Leendertse, Gerdi and Hans,
thank you for doing this enormous job without becoming angry with me. Patricia Godrick and
Iris Borger, thank you for improving the quality of the text. I had learnt many things already,
and now also some English. I also want to thank a few people who provided the necessary
funding. Marise Pols, your efforts to create the PhD position went beyond what can be
normally expected of a coordinator of a Science Shop. You made me feel at home in Tilburg,
and still I went away. I hope I can make amends with this result. Tim van der Avoird, thank
you for keeping your part of the bargain, that we would stay in contact. Erasmus University,
especially Wim Hafkamp and Borg van Nijnatten, thank you for your faith in me and for
making the bureaucratic part so easy. And finally Alterra, especially Erik Westein, Bert
Jansen, Karel Hulsteijn and Henny Michel, thank you for getting me through the very last
stages of producing the book.
Judith Klostermann, 4 October 2003
View from the workroom in Rotterdam
